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Left away a flood of thoughts,
He moved briskly towards its path,
Jolted down the world of my heart,
He appeared in every thought,
Say it, what says your heart,
Difficult it is, to say it all.

Though you are away,
The heart feels weary
The roads seem astray,
Every word, every colour,
That comes my way,
Makes me feel lonely
My world is all grey.

You asked once,
What you are for me,
I got you more,
When you crossed the shore,
On the other side of the boarder,
Though away from me,
But you come even closer,
Closer and closer that much,
Whenever you come,
Come in my thoughts,
You move silently
Without any sound,
There come an echo,
An echo so loud,
You are around!
You are around!
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